iSecurity Suite
Covering every single need on your IBMi Security

About Raz-Lee
Founded in 1983, Raz-Lee Security is one of the world’s leading
independent owned cybersecurity and compliance solution providers for
IBM i servers (AS/400).
✓Corporate offices in: Israel, USA & Germany
✓Partnerships with major global SIEM & DAM solution providers
Technology Business Partners

Auditoring & Monitoring
Complete Auditing and Monitoring
Solutions for IBM i Servers
Raz-Lee has developed auditing and monitoring solutions for IBM i
(as400) series to help you ensure your system and data are reliable
and secure.
iSecurity Auditing and Monitoring products help companies meet
their IBM i auditing requirements by providing best-in-class
monitoring and reporting solutions that secure their businesscritical databases. It supports capabilities such as user monitoring
and control, sophisticated reporting and application data tracking –
thereby streamlining server security audits.
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Cyber & Security
Complete Threat Prevention Solutions
for IBM i Servers
Raz-Lee has developed security solutions for IBM i servers (as400)
to help you defend and protect your company against external and
internal threats by controlling the access, management, and
monitoring of security on the IBM i.
Raz-Lee’s iSecurity cyber and security threat prevention products
provide complete end-to-end Intrusion Detection and Prevention
for the IBM i. The iSecurity suite of products helps companies meet
their IBM i security and regulatory requirements by providing bestin-class Exit Point Monitoring Integration, Anti-Virus protection of
the IFS for malware as well as command line access security.

Each module in our comprehensive security solutions for IBM i is
designed to work independently or collectively to secure remote
access, control user authorities, prevent viruses, and secure objects.
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Database Solutions
Complete Database Solutions for IBM i
Servers
Developer time is the most precious resource of any IT department
or software house. Thousands of leading commercial and
governmental organizations rely on Raz-Lee tools to maximize
productivity for their success and growth.
iSecurity Database Tools provide application security that preserves
the integrity of business-critical information and productivity tools
that allow for editing and data access capabilities for the IBM i.
Raz-Lee is recognized as an industry leader in IBM i (Power I, System
i, iSeries or AS/400) productivity tools, optimizing quality, reliability
and ease of use.
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The Challenge of Multi-DB Access from within the IBM i
As your enterprise applications expand in database requirements and complexity, so does the need to access multiple databases from your main
application server. Current methods of accessing specific files on a remote database from within the IBM i require considerable time and
resources.
If you aren’t willing to transfer large batches of files (using FTP) to get to specific data, you’ll need to implement a complex solution that requires
additional middleware, doesn’t use SQL statements or integrates with IBM’s Call Level Interface (CLI) that relies on complicated APIs and which
provides only partial functionality.
DRDA (Distributed Relational Database Architecture), which only connects DB2-like databases, limits the possibility of accessing databases that
support JDBC, one of the most common methods for inter-system data access

Evaluation, Reporting & Alerts
Complete Analytics Solutions for IBM i
Servers
System weaknesses that can be exploited by hackers, can disrupt
systems and business as well as expose sensitive or personal
information.
It is important to evaluate your IBM i system’s internal control
design and effectiveness. This includes, but is not limited to,
efficiency and security protocols, IT governance, and compliance
levels to ensure the highest levels of security and auditing possible.
Raz-Lee has developed several evaluation, reporting and alert
solutions for assessing security risks, analyzing data and presenting
actionable information to help executives, managers and other
corporate end users make informed business decisions.
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Compliance Assessment at a Glance
Imagine that each morning, when you reach the office, a customized compliance information sheet awaits you. With all this information
available, you can easily ask your IT Manager to explain particular issues (rather than periodically having the IT manager manually check
compliance status).
iSecurity Compliance Evaluator offers managers, auditors and administrators a quick yet comprehensive view, analyzing the compliance of their
Power i systems with PCI, SOX, HIPAA and other regulations.
With Compliance Evaluator, managers can easily produce any number of compliance checklists, choose the contents and structure of the result,
and attach different weights to each item. Compliance Evaluator can be scheduled to run automatically, and its results can be emailed directly
from the IBM i to the relevant person.

Protection is the Solution
Ensure your IBM I Server Security
Nowadays every Server has connections nor just to a
LAN, also has a bridge to the internet and other
networks, this way connectivity has open a security
breach.
But we are ready to keep your IBM i Server as Safe as
it is suppose to be, with native tools to work on
directly for your benefit.

Discover our Solutions at www.razlee.com

Thank you
Please get further information at www.razlee.com

